
Yeonkyoung Lee: Towards a New Definition of Genre Painting 

 

I was out of work. But any day I expected to hear from up north. I lay on the sofa 

listening to the rain. Now and then I’d lift up and look through the curtain for the 

mailman. 

 There was no one on the street, nothing. 

       Raymond Carver - Collectors 

 

The figures in Yeonkyoung Lee’s paintings often seem to be waiting. They are pensive. Their 

relationships to each other are often uncertain. Perhaps more often, they have no relationship at all. 

They are isolated from each other, staring numbly into their own personal voids. Typically, Lee allows 

figures little expression. Neither is their movement free or expansive. They bend slightly. They crouch 

awkwardly. They squat uncomfortably. They stand rigid with something like fear. To these facts, we 

should add that they usually seem to be children. 

What does it mean to paint children? It seems surprisingly rare. Perhaps this is because painters think 

of children as a light or innocuous subject: of Murillo’s galivanting ‘street’ children, or Renoir’s 

saccharine dolls. But this association can only persist because they also think of children as bouncy, 

carefree creatures in reality – which of course, some of them seem to be. But they are often inherently 

sad creatures too: loaded with the problems of their parents. They carry this weight as well as the 

confusion, pressure and politics created within their own peer groups. In this sense they exemplify 

and symbolize the societies that spawn them. 

In this sense, it would be misleading to suggest that children are the theme of Lee’s paintings. Rather, 

children seem to be a useful means of talking about things wider and far more universal. As such, 

something disarmingly honest and yet cutting is played out in Lee’s paintings. Something which has 

the feeling of needing to have been said: both something about society and something about painting. 

The dislocation of her figures speaks volumes in a world in which we increasingly exist outside of 

physical form. We communicate remotely with other, or even more unhealthily, only with ourselves. 

Lee seems to understand that here and now, empty disfunction pervades. She works from a position 

of overview, having grown up in a pre-digital world her figures will never know. This sense of an 

unknown loss seems to inform her paintings. 

Fittingly, in a cultural milieu in which painting asserts itself by being purely visual or representative of 

the digital (i.e. empty), Lee’s paintings are resolutely about the subjects they contain. They are in 

constant and knowledgeable contact with the history of the medium, certainly, but they also reassert 

the possibility of painting as means of describing internal, but (one presumes) universal states of 

psychological being. Koons’ they are not.   

And yet, though they readily contain these potentially ‘grand’ or ‘poetic’ themes, they presume little. 

They are not angst-ridden in a hackneyed, bombastic, gestural sense. No strokes are ‘torn from the 

body’ here. Neither do the figures appear explicitly troubled or in pain. Lee knows that the brain is 

often enough. Her paintings’ peculiar psychological power lies not in their noise, but their deafening 

and inescapable silence. This leads one to think of them in the tradition of genre painting. 

Walter Richard Sickert’s (1860-1942) painting Ennui (c.1914) is perhaps the quintessential genre 

painting – a high-water mark for the everyday. In a dull, claustrophobic, determinedly petty-bourgeois 

living room, a man and a woman stare into separate, isolating space. It is a painting of the specific: a 



specific moment in a specific place. But perhaps more so it is also a painting of the entirely non-specific 

and the general: any moment, any house, any marriage.  

Genre painting as archetypal as Sickert’s was arguably never seen again. Perhaps, what followed in 

Europe in 1914 made the painting of boredom seem flippant (which of course, it isn’t). When painters 

of the everyday appeared again it was often through a pop-cultural prism. Painters like John Bratby 

(1928-1992) for all his kitchen sink ‘realism’, were, in truth, more interested in the socio-political 

potential of including cereal packets and cans of lager being in paintings than they were in the 

experience of everyday life as lived. In other words, they made good, but self-consciously ‘everyday’, 

paintings.  

We certainly cannot say this about Lee’s paintings, which contain little explicit information. Logos, 

symbols and signs – even most objects – are notable by their absence. The world she gives us is 

somehow purified, if troubling. It has been emptied, but has somehow not gained the sense of light 

and space that minimalists might think this implies. Figures find themselves in abstruse interiors. They 

are not domestic; they may at times feel municipal. But unlike Sickert’s figures in Ennui, they do not 

even have the stabilizing reassurance provided by a table or a cupboard. They are intentionally 

unstable; rooted to nothing. 

This information – or rather lack of it – also begs the question of quite when Lee’s paintings represent? 

How, when looking at them, do we orientate ourselves in cultural terms? Instead of relying on 

conspicuous symbols of the now, Lee uses direct and often unsettling marks to pick out and define her 

figures. These, along with her palette, which often places the frigidly cold next to the cosy, serve to 

keep the viewer aware that these are no mere historical pastiches or reworkings of historical form. 

They are paintings for now – made now. 

Such formal readings may seem to resist genre, because we think of it as a fundamentally narrative 

tradition. But there is a strong sense in which the form Lee’s paintings take is intimately linked to their 

theme. They are painted with shifting sensitivity, terseness, tenderness, aggression, sympathy and 

dismissal. Significantly, unlike in – let’s say – Alex Katz, things do not appear to have been easily won. 

If they did, it would entirely undermine the paintings’ themes. We would simply not believe Lee and 

her paintings would assume the chic melancholy we associate with fashion advertising, or Kaye 

Donachie. 

From the years between Sickert and Bratby, we might find other suitable waiting room companions 

for Lee. One comes in the form of L.S. Lowry (1887-1976). His cold, limited palette can also be closely 

linked to his theme. He also often painted urchin-esque children. He painted people waiting too, 

unsure what to do next. His paintings – like Lee’s – speak of sadness and mundanity. But Lowry was a 

painter of place in a way that Lee is not. Everything Lowry describes, every emotional stream he 

investigates, leads back to Salford. Of course, it is his Salford, and as such it is a place of mind, but his 

paintings tie into a shared knowledge of the industrial north of England.  

Lee’s paintings have no such relationship with Seoul, perhaps because she knows that now, the 

physical world is of increasingly little relevance. She knows that Seoul, or London – like cereal packets 

or nationality – is nothing to be relied upon – nothing to hang one’s hat on. More so than ever before, 

the everyday is an abstract, virtual, theoretical place – located nowhere. Lee’s figures don’t know 

where they are – how could they? 

I have so far focused on what might be called the socio-psychological end of genre painting. This has 

tended to use the figure in ways which emphasize the internal: figures do nothing so we know that 

they must be thinking. But genre painting has also been a means of describing the everyday as a place 



of physical activity. It has traditionally described farm labourers, hunters, cooks, servants, commuters, 

shoppers, diners, the players of sport and people at leisure. Similarly, Lee’s figures are not always 

inactive. They often seem to be up to something. But what? It is certainly nothing as carefree as play. 

At least, if it is play, it is a serious new brand. Neither is it purposeful work. They scratch around the 

paintings as though trying to understand them. They pick at their margins. They fiddle nervously. They 

seem to be looking for things. 

Like Lee’s, Stanley Spencer’s (1891-1959) figures sometimes exist in ineffable, intangible space, 

undertaking unknown tasks, as though sleepwalking. The dead walk again, around a village. Saints 

move among window cleaners. Time and space have collapsed. But by definition, Spencer’s, like Lee’s 

are still genre paintings, and should be proud to be so, because the everyday undeniably contains 

within its confines the psychological, the ethereal, the emotional and the spiritual. Even the most 

cynical, the most debased among us have thought about what it might be like to fly. We don’t ‘grow 

up’, we just grow. We daydream, we are numbly lost in thought. We forget what on earth we were 

supposed to be doing. We are regularly bereft, often lost, frequently scared, habitually vacant. What 

could be more commonplace? What could be more important? 
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